PROCEEDINGS OF THE STAFF MEETING HELD ON 19-7-2008 AT 4.00 PM IN THE COURT HALL OF SIC, KARNATAKA INFORMATION COMMISSION:

Following were present:
Sri/Smt:
1. K. K. Misra, SCIC
2. K. A. Thippeswamy, SIC
3. Dr. H. N. Krishna, SIC
4. S. R. Sayinath Prakash, Under Secretary
5. R. Mohana, Gazetted PA
6. K. V. Hebbar, Section Officer
7. Guruprasad, Senior Assistant
8. Maia S., PA to SIC
9. Santosh, Accounts Assistant
10. Diggappa, Assistant
11. Sathyarayana, Assistant
12. Viswanath, Assistant
13. K. Geetha, Judgment Writer
14. Sandhya S., Judgment Writer

1. Statistics regarding cases registered and disposed off: Commission noted that the statement was incorrect. Secretary was requested to get the corrected statement prepared, crosschecked by comparing with the statements given by the Judgement Writers and put up a correct statement before the next staff meeting to be held on next Saturday. (Action: Secretary, KIC)

2. Laying of the report before both the houses of the Legislature: SIC (KAT) agreed to check up whether reports have been laid before both the houses.

3. Disbursement of salary through ECS: Sri Santosh confirmed that salary of the KIC employees for the month of July, 08 will be got credited to their bank accounts directly through ECS.

4. Provident Fund Statements of Outsourced employees: Sri Santosh explained that due to the uncertainty about interest payable for the year 2007-08, the provident fund statements of the outsourced employees have not been prepared by PF authorities. However, if individual employees were to approach the PF authorities, their statements of accounts would be provided.

5. All outsourced employees were advised to obtain copies of their P.F. Statements from Regional Provident Fund Commissioner’s Office and check them for accuracy. The service provider could be requested to help them in this regard.

6. Writing of the cash book: Commission was informed that writing of cash book as in arrears. Mr. Santosh informed that he has started writing it from April 2007 and it is in arrears since for the last seven months.

7. Commission expressed its dissatisfaction and directed the Secretary as well as the A. O. to get it updated within one month. Commission will have separate discussions with Sri Dant of KBJNL in this regard along with the staff of the Accounts Section. The Manager of State Bank of Mysore will also be called for that meeting.

8. Meeting with NIC: One meeting should also be held with NIC to sort out uploading of orders and other problems.
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To: All Concerned